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Humanities 101
& Humanities 201
Course Outline

COURSE THEME: NO CARROTS, NO STICKS
COURSE DESCRIPTION

FACULTY
Dr. Margot Leigh Butler
MENTOR
Dan Wilson
CLASSROOM
Buchanan D, Room 201
Tuesdays & Thursdays
6:30-9:00 p.m.
Field trips and extra events are
marked with an asterisk*

OFFICE
Buchanan E 270
TERM 1 – 2014
September 16 December 2
TERM 2 – 2015
January 6 - April 7
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TERM 1

TUESDAY

SEPTEMBER
TUESDAY

-

THURSDAY

-

READING:

8

READING:

& WEDNESDAY
-

THURSDAY

READING:

-

OCTOBER
THURSDAY

READING:

-

of

TUESDAY
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* SUNDAY

TUESDAY

TUESDAY

the play
-

READING:

READING:

THURSDAY
THURSDAY
-

-

-

READING:
READING:
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TUESDAY

READING:

TUESDAY
-

READING:

& WEDNESDAY

READING:

THURSDAY

THURSDAY
-
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THURSDAY

NOVEMBER
TUESDAY

READINGS:

READING:

TUESDAY

THURSDAY

-

READING:

READING:

12

THURSDAY

READING:
rd

& WEDNESDAY
Sociology: “What could ‘no carrots no sticks’
societies look like?” with Tom Kemple, Sociology.
THURSDAY

READING:

com
TUESDAY

the use of copper on the handles of display drawers in

READING:

DECEMBER
TUESDAY
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TERM 2

READING:

THURSDAY

-

JANUARY
TUESDAY
-

READING:

TUESDAY
-

-

14

-

READING:

READING:

TUESDAY

THURSDAY

-

READING:

-
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THURSDAY

READING:

-

THURSDAY

-

READING:

+ TUESDAY

5:30-6:20 p.m.
READING:

* SATURDAY

10-11:30 a.m.

which word to use or how to write a phrase correctly
TUESDAY

FEBRUARY
+ TUESDAY

16

5:30-6:20 p.m.

this method you can easily and quickly break a sentence
down to understand what is happening.

-

TUESDAY

READING:

+ TUESDAY

many wonderful ideas and memories that were created

5:30-6:20 p.m.

Grammar, sentence structure, essay structure, and ar-

READING:

THURSDAY
Hum: “Reading between the lines in the Downtown
Eastside + Downtown South: what to look for when

TUESDAY

seems too good to refuse….” with Margot Leigh Butler,
Hum, UBC.

-

-

-

-

-

researched, raised
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* SATURDAY

READING:

+ TUESDAY

-

-

* TUESDAY
* THURSDAY

WE WANT! Manifesto writing,
with Margot Leigh Butler, Hum, UBC. This class held
with the Writing Class, and in another room.

5:00 -8:00 p.m.

-

-

READING:

READING:

& WEDNESDAY
Rhetoric: “This is what ME
WE WANT!!! How to
write a manifesto” with Margot Leigh Butler, Hum.
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THURSDAY

* THURSDAY

-

+ TUESDAY

MARCH

5:30-6:20 p.m.

* TUESDAY

-

TUESDAY

provide a myriad of means to understand and examine

READINGS:
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TUESDAY
-

READING:

* THURSDAY

READING:

THURSDAY

READING:

th

READING:

20

century

TUESDAY
draft...”

but the next yearbook

& WEDNESDAY
Education: “ ‘No Carrots, No Sticks’ approaches
to education” with Ryanne James, First Nations House
of Learning.

* FRIDAY
27 1:30
Field Trip: Visit to the exhibition “The Box of
Treasures: Gifts from the Supernatural” which
reveals masterworks created for Kwakwaka’wakw
potlatches by master artist and traditional Chief,
Beau Dick, Gigame Walis Gyiyam (Gray whale) and
other Kwakwaka’wakw master carvers. Featured
objects include ceremonial masks depicting the
the supernatural realm. Bill Reid Gallery of Northwest
Coast Art, 639 Hornby Street, between Dunsmuir and
Georgia.
READING:

THURSDAY

TUESDAY

-

-

READING:
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TUESDAY

APRIL
THURSDAY

We ended our academic year with a true experience of

-

-
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THURSDAY

Hum101/201
Compositions

-

ASSIGNMENT #1 FOR HUM101 AND HUM201 PARTICIPANTS
Due on Thursday October 16
Please write one page (500 - 600 words):

-
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ASSIGNMENT #2 FOR HUM101 AND HUM201 PARTICIPANTS
Due on November 27
Please write one page (about 500 - 600 words).

-

•
•

24

surface

ASSIGNMENT #3 FOR HUM101 AND HUM201 PARTICIPANTS
Due on Tuesday January 20
Please write one page (500 - 600 words):
-

-

ASSIGNMENT #4 FOR HUM101, HUM 201 AND WRITING PARTICIPANTS

The Art of Rhetoric
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Muskawyinakopê escweo

(TAMMY HARPER) (CREE, CARRIER, FRENCH, SCOTTISH AND ENGLISH)

/ LET’S LEAVE ROOM FOR COMPASSION

-

-

26

Hum101
/ EVENTUALLY THE PERSON I STARTED
TO TRUST AND HAVE FAITH IN IS ME
I’m a Native Indian, Cree, Carrier and I also have
French, Scottish and English in my DNA. My English
name is Tammy Marie Harper, but my true name is
Muskawyinakopê escweo, Bear Robe Woman.
I think that it is very important for women to be honoured and respected in a good way in this world. In
my heart, this includes women living without homes,
dren, working single mothers, women helping women,
Indigenous feminists. Unity and strength within the
circle of life-givers: these are what we need to work
toward. So I’m focusing on reconnecting with my Indigenous cultural traditions, reconnecting with myself
culturally, surrounding myself with people who have
integrity and, I am doing the work myself!
You might wonder, how did I become so disconnected? Why don’t I tell you using the image we’ve been
thinking with this year: ‘no carrots, no sticks.’
Sticks I have known: displacement and colonization,
being uprooted from my family and culture and taken
and put into foster homes and an orphanage at a young
medication in foster care. From this I have somehow
brought myself into this society to be part of this world.
and having to readjust to living in a sober environment,
after being a heroin addict in the Downtown Eastside
day in day out, and surviving that and coming out
and then trying to be part of society. Not having to be
heartbroken anymore, so I could fade in and fade out
and not be present. The drugs did get me through an
unmanageable time—were they a carrot or a stick?

and educationally. While building myself up again
from being totally assimilated, I have also held onto
carrots for support. Even when I was being assimilated,
I had to hold on to the help I could get: therapy and
counseling; treatment—sometimes with Christian
values—that was not based Indigenous traditions,
since at that time I didn’t know how to look for it.
Eventually I found people who could help and did
Sweat Lodge ceremonies, Indigenous programs, and
AA. I attempted to do AA’s 12 step work—it’s not for
everybody.
For any woman out there who is struggling at this
moment, I just want to tell you that there is hope, and
we can break the cycle of violence. Coming into Hum
and having the actual educational experience, doing
the readings, understanding our classes, having the
epistemology part of it was huge to me. I went from
knowing but not understanding before, and to now
understanding it. Knowledge is key.
I have managed with a lot of support and self-encouragement and have reached a point of self-awareness.
the shame and guilt, and admit that I just don’t know.
I found that there are people and resources out there
so long as I reached out, showed up, and did my part.
I learned that I could rely on my Native spirituality.
Things started to look much better.
I can also tell you that being as low as I was in my
life, there wasn’t much left but just to hang on to my
spirituality and trust someone and believe that with
a little bit of faith and compassion, anything could
happen. Eventually, the person I started to trust and
have faith in is me.

Carrots can help: winning my child back from social
services permanently; claiming myself as an Indige-
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Terry Robin Wagner
/CULTURE IS ORDINARY
-

-

-
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-

Hum101
/THE ARCHTECTURE OF HUMANITY
Enrolling in the Humanities 101 Program has been one
of the most enlightening experiences in the mature
part of my life. I have always longed for a university
experience of higher learning and was not sure what
to expect. The program was a cluster of many disciplines all intertwined with the purpose of answering
the age-old question, “What is the meaning of life?”
One discipline really stood out in terms of how every
discipline correlates to others; architecture.

Architecture symbolizes many facets of society. It can
showcase many aspects of what the project represents.
It can represent wealth and accomplishments, beauty,
history, concepts, peace, technology, functionality,
remembrance, and more. There is always some sort
of ornament adorned on a structure, and semiotics
can be used to interpret those ornaments.

I have always been fascinated with architecture, ever
since I was quite young, when I played with Lego. I
loved the beauty and the structural engineering behind
it. Hum101 has shown me more about the discipline
than structures. The moral issues of an architect are
something I had never fathomed. Does an architect
have a moral obligation to humanity? Should they
deny their service when commissioned for projects
that are harmful to humanity? The discipline of Philosophy comes into play.

taken. It has inspired and motivated. Just the fact
that we were part of UBC is an extreme self-esteem
booster. It has opened up a whole world of yearning
to search, explore, and learn. I am also extremely
blown away at how the program was designed, how
all these disciplines from practically all the Faculty of
Arts were coordinated, choreographed, interwoven,
and executed so seamlessly in a highly entertaining
way. It was pure genius in how professor Margot
Butler and her dedicated staff brought this program
to life. I would one day like to know if it was reverse
engineering or what process was used to accomplish
this feat of genius. My will to seek and learn has been
ignited and I do not know how to thank UBC and all
those that made this happen.

Throughout time, man has created many structures
that have been detrimental to society. The discipline
of Philosophy has taught us about responsibility and
accountability, doing what’s right and avoiding what’s
wrong. Whether it was the building of concentration
camps, military complexes, prisons, or Indian residential schools, someone had to design them. The
discipline of First Nations Studies has showed us how
catastrophic policies and structures have scarred
entire generations.

As we approach the end of the year for Hum101, I

which the First Nations Peoples have faced throughout
history, in extreme ways. City planners and architects
must make choices about business and what’s good
for the people as a whole. Yet another example of an
architect trying to balance the pendulum of fairness
and equality, and here the disciplines focusing on
capitalism and Marxism come in.
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Sandra Delorme
/BROKEN CULTURE
-

-

30

Hum101
/RESILIENCE OF THE BUFFALO PEOPLE
For one of our classes we were given a reading, ‘What
were we thinking, Ten Windows on the Past,’ by Dr.
Wendy Fletcher. I thought, how horrible was that genocide, forcing my people into horrible Indian residential
schools. Right in the beginning stages of colonization,
the colonizers gave First Nations people blankets that
contained small pox as a form of germ warfare; it resulted in an epidemic amongst the First Nations people
across Canada. I know these stories. My culture is one
based in oral traditions, and growing up, my father
would share these and many other stories with me.
The Canadian government could not control the Plains
People, so as a strategy—along with the American
government—they put a price on each buffalo head.
This almost led to the extinction of the buffalo. No
buffalo meant no food, and no survival for the First
Nations people of the Great Plains. Because their
people were starving, many great Chiefs were forced
into signing treaties. However, a few badass Métis

the Louis Riel rebellion in 1885. This was a battle that
was fought and lost against the Canadian government.
tial school system was built to get rid of the ‘Indian
problem’ (Fletcher 2011). After Davin consulted with
the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) in the U.S, he concluded that, “It is cheaper to educate an Indian than kill
one.” One hundred and thirty years of torture, starvation, physical and sexual abuse by the government and
churches who ran these residential schools all across
Canada. Four generations of horrible treatment. The
last residential school closed in 1986, but the legacy
lives on. These schools are to blame for my people’s
social dysfunction.
Small pox blankets, the slaughter of buffalo, and
Indian residential schools couldn’t kill the Indian in
us because we are resilient, we are still here, and we
are a thriving part of Canadian culture.

a direct descendent of Michael Trottier, who died in
References
Fletcher, Wendy. 2011. “What Were We Thinking: Ten Windows on the Past.” Paper prepared for Exploration
in Indigenous Spirituality and Reconciliation.
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Chan, Pak Keung
/CULTURES OF LEARNING AND KNOWLEDGE
-

-
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Hum101
/CARROT AND STICK APPROACH
The “carrot and stick” approach refers to a policy of
offering a combination of rewards and punishments
to induce human behavior because the carrot and
the stick represent the reward and the punishment,
respectively (Wikipedia). People believe that rewards
achieve their intentions, folks in our society will apply
rewards and punishments in different combinations,
such as ‘no carrot only stick’ approach, ‘all carrots no
stick’ approach, or ‘no carrot no stick’ approach.

to the students and children because it means not
allowing us to use encouragement and punishment.
children’s behavior would be stubborn and aggressive.
Businessmen tend to use reward rather than penalty
in their business. When a company promotes its merchandise or new products on the market, the company
will provide a discount for the customers to buy its
goods. Besides, when a business sells many things, it

The most workable and useful approach is ‘the carrot
order to persuade people to do something and punishments if people refuse to do it. On the other hand,
the ‘no carrot and no stick’ approach is a ridiculous
method only the fools believe in using because this
method would never work in practice on the earth.
‘The carrot or the stick’ method is a common usage to
teach children and students. First, the school teachers
often compliment students on their doings, because
the praise can make students feel greatly successful.
Therefore the teachers are successfully able to motivate their students. However, when the teacher faces a
naughty student, he will punish the student. I remember when I was a young boy taking elementary school,
when I broke the school regulations, the penalty was
that I needed to write 100 sentences. I will not break
the school regulations again. Second, when a parent
faces his well-behaved children, the parent treats them
with a can of coke or some candies. Since most children
adore candies and cokes, these foods could cause the
children to obey to their parents. Nevertheless, when
coping with a stubborn child, the parent can forbid him
from watching television as punishment. However, if
the ‘no carrot and no stick’ approach was completely

his salesmen to work hard to sell as many goods as
they can. The employer will offer the salesmen an
attractively high commission. They will also obtain a
bonus as their sales volume reaches a certain quota.
Next the employer usually rewards faithful diligent
employees by raising their wage or salary. For the
excellent employee, the employer will promote him
to a higher position in order to encourage him or her
to stay at the company. However, when the employer
he will give him a severe castigation. Moreover, when
some administrator mismanages the company, the
board of directors will terminate his employment by
approach does not have either effects or results, or
stimulate the employees’ motivation, and secondly,

punishment are inherent in human nature, so I believe
that ‘the carrot or the stick’ approach is workable. The
Gold Rush is a proof of this. As well, Humans use a
system of punishment, and people who do not break
the law are proof.

References
Wikipedia. <http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carrot_and_stick>. 2014.
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M.R. Villamor a.k.a. Setti
/FORGIVE ME, FOR I KNOW NOT WHAT I’M WRITING

-

34

Hum101
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Joshua-Kali Garcia
/CULTURES OF LEARNING

36

Hum101
/REFLECTION
I applied for Hum101 last summer while attending
rehab in the Downtown Eastside. One afternoon, just
looking for an excuse to get out of the building, I tagged
along with a friend of mine from the treatment centre
to an info session for the Hum program at Carnegie
Hall. I had no idea what to expect, but I was curious,
and by the time the program director, Margot Leigh

Perhaps language is a larger barrier than skin colour?
After all, one look at my face and you’d swear I’d have

edge of my seat eager to apply.

Hum101 gave me an opportunity to examine the lives
of others while provoking my own in unexpected ways,
and thus an activist that I did not know lay dormant,
was awakened. Issues of discrimination—such as

I was raised as a typical North American boy and
grew up like many, speaking only English. Though I
am of Mexican decent I rarely ever identify as such,
let alone ‘Latino.’ Early on, educators insisted if my
siblings and I were to be successful we were not to
learn Spanish. With no linger of another language in
my speech I was always that kid with ‘a permanent tan’
among my Caucasian friends, or that ‘whitewashed’
wannabe among ‘true’ Latinos.
Our class entitled “Living in the Hyphen” really hit
multiracial families, who like me struggle to identify
with members of their ethnic race. In particular I relate
to those who as a child were often mistaken for and
even teased as being adopted.

with friends named ‘Juan’ and ‘Carlos,’ not ‘Chris’
and ‘Sean.’ Nevertheless I’m not terribly concerned
in answering these questions. I’m rather amazed just
to be asking them.

woes far greater than mine and aroused something
inside me to scream for justice for those living under
oppression. I now have a deeper reverence for humanity and a strong desire to help in any way I can.
I am absolutely astonished to have had this remarkable opportunity to grow and learn among such gifted
people. This time of unity and solidarity with my
peers has given me a sense of belonging for which I
am truly grateful.

After learning about Colonialism and its effects on the
I robbed of a second language like those raised in the
residential school system? Is my lack of racial identity
the result of post-colonial racism? Furthermore, is
my disconnect from the Latino community rooted in
shame from early childhood education?
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HEATHER BLAIS
/THE LEGEND OF SNAUQ
The following writing is a creative essay that integrates my writing
course: ‘Goodbye, Snauq’ by Lee Maracle;
‘What Were We Thinking: Ten Windows on the
Past’ by Wendy Fletcher;
Spirits of the West

Coast Art Gallery.’

-

-

The Raven was a God who symbolized creation, knowledge, and was a trickster. The Eagle was the master
between the physical and spiritual world. Only a powerful
warrior could earn an eagle feather. The Owl was a bird of
symbolized abundance, prosperity, fertility and renewal.
The tribes subsisted on salmon and believed they were
loyalty, family, understanding, and good communication.
The people carved totem poles with creatures they admired
to represent their family clans.

38

Hum101
gave such a low budget that many children were starving, eating from
school gardens. The schools were dilapidated, with poor ventilation.
Teachers abused the children, beating them for speaking their own
language, working slave labour with no medical care, so many suffered
tuberculosis, and in some schools as many as 40% died.

-

According to Mr. N.F. Davin’s study (year) the Canadian government
decided to solve the “Indian problem” by educating the Aboriginal
children. They concluded it was “cheaper to educate an Indian than
kill one.” The government sent the RCMP to every Native family to
forcibly take their children and put them in Indian residential schools.

-

The children were abused in many ways in these institutions, by teachers
References
-
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Violet Bittern

(SAULTEAUX OJIBWAY NATION)

/ BLUE DONKEY SIGHTINGS
FROM BOTH SIDES OF THE CARROT

-

40

Hum201
/ Being…IN…Hum
I had a great time in all of the classes this year. I gained
new insights and views from each class and from the
some paintings in the exhibition, Unscrolled: Reframing
Tradition in Chinese Contemporary Art. White paint
had been used to cover landscapes, but I could still
see the paintbrush marks which made me ponder
what was underneath.
Discovering that I am a visual learner in our ‘Learning
to learn’ class gave me insight into why I really like
the semiotics classes. I like doing semiotic’s steps,
denotation and connotation, because they help me to
understand images better and to analyze the hidden
meanings of pictures—I guess you can tell that I like
reading between the storylines! Oh, no wonder I liked
those particular paintings at the Art Gallery—there
too, I was seeing underneath the plainness of the
white-coloured paint.

When I was in Hum101 last year I had a vision of
how Hum201 would be, but the experience turned
out to be more diverse than I had thought. I became
more involved in Hum’s community connections and
community learning by attending Hum’s Steering
at Carnegie Centre, learning about the Carnegie Community Action Project, and joining Hum people for the
25th Women’s Memorial March through the Downtown
For me, this year was more exciting. I felt more informed and made new friends. I was more into the
Programme, more into the group, in the class, in the
frame, in the framework. I was within the frame and
part of the framework this year. I am IN…Hum.

As a Hum201 participant, I was really keen to research
the images for our class project, a mystifying card game
where players use cards in unusual and imaginative
ways. I wondered: which images would correlate with
the course content, the course theme of ‘no carrots,
no sticks,’ and which images would other participants
connect with? To make this game, the Hum201 participants met every week for the whole academic year,
using neither carrots nor sticks—everybody had their
own ideas and we connected them together to make
our very own game idea into a reality.
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Hunddee Oddaa
/CATCH ME IF YOU CAN

42

Hum101
/AN INDIGENOUS VOICE ON COLONIZATION
I am from Oromia, which you likely know as Ethiopia—the country’s name was changed from Abyssinia
to Ethiopia when it occupied Oromo land in the south
and central areas (Gnamo, p. 120). Before the occupation in the 1880s (Jimjimo, p. 2), Oromo administrated
itself under the ‘Gaada system,’ a system which had
served the basis of democratic and egalitarian political systems and helped the Oromo people maintain
democratic political, economic, social civilization and
religious institutions for many centuries.
The Oromo nation’s 30 million people, who represent
half of Ethiopia’s total population (Jimjimo, p. 5), speak
a single common mother tongue called ‘Afaan Oromo,’
and share a basic common culture. After Arabic and
Hausa, Afaan Oromo is the third most widely spoken
language in Africa and the second most widely spoken
Indigenous language in Africa, south of the Sahara.
Oromia has a very rich culture fostered by the size
of the population and a large landmass with diverse
climate conditions. Oromians believe in Waaqa Tokkich
(the one God) who created heaven and earth, and has
a spiritual connection through which he connects
himself to his creatures (Melbaa, p. 19).
Though my family is there, I left Oromia in 1991
because the conditions were horrendous, with ‘sweeping repression’ and people being killed and put in jail.
I was looking for opportunities to educate myself,
to Canada because it is a free country where people
can pursue what they want. But when I arrived, I found
that there is hardship here, too.
I personally believe that the First Nations in Canada
and Indigenous Oromians have many common problems that they have faced because they were occupied
by colonizers.
Since the occupation, First Nations in Canada have
suffered and have been abused by endless, complicated
colonial systems. These great Nations almost lost their
identity, culture, base, language, land, spirituality and

more. One of the tools that the Canadian government
and churches used to destroy the meaning of love
and happiness for children, parents and families involved taking children away from their sweet homes
and families, and putting them in Indian residential
schools and foster homes. To me these are not homes,
they are liveable ‘home graves’ in life; they disrupt
family ties and create dysfunction because children
have been robbed of the care of their families’ love
and attachment, their cultures, stories, spirituality
and happiness, widely.
I consider myself lucky to be between two countries—
Canada and Oromia—and to be a witness in both
countries to the systemic similarities and differences.
In my own country, I am one of the Indigenous people
who have been abused by our colonizers. In October
2014, Amnesty International released a report on what
Ethiopia is doing to the Oromo people. An article published in The Guardian, headlined “Ethiopia ‘ruthlessly
targeting’ and torturing Oromo people”, says Amnesty:
the damning report says thousands of people from
country’s largest ethnic group are subjected to abuse
including rape and killings:
Thousands of people from the Oromo ethnic group
have been “regularly subjected to arbitrary arrest,
prolonged detention without charge, enforced disappearance, repeated torture and unlawful state killings,”
according to a damning report based on more than
200 testimonies. “Dozens of actual or suspected dissenters have been killed.” Former detainees who have
in neighbouring Kenya, Somaliland and Uganda described torture “including beatings, electric shocks,
mock execution, burning with heated metal or molten
plastic and rape, including gang-rape,” the report
added. One young girl said hot coals had been dropped
on her stomach because her father was suspected of
supporting the Oromo Liberation Front (OLF), while
a teacher described how he was stabbed in the eye
with a bayonet after he refused to teach “propaganda
about the ruling party” to students. (www.theguard-
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ian.com/world/2014/oct/28/ethiopia-torture-oromo-group-amnestry-rape-killings)
I have witnessed what seems like endless killing since
the declaration of war, with bombing all the time from
the land and from airplanes in the sky. The rain of
weapons and clouds of smoke are unspeakable. The
death of innocent people, animals, trees and mountains, and the poisoning of rivers are hard to explain.
The rape of women, abuse of children, robbing of
property, burning of houses, burning of crops, of trees
and of bushes has always been the colonizer’s work,
alongside the bombing. Furthermore, the cutting of
the right breast from the strongest women, the cutting
of the right hand from the strongest men in Anole (in
Arsii region) and the mass killing in Azule (in Arsii
region) and Calli Calanqo (in Harrerge) demonstrates
the brutality of the Ethiopian government system very
well (Gnamo 153-160).
This is the unforgettable pain and disease that remains
in the hearts and minds of all Oromo people, and it
hurts all the time.
Amnesty International reported that between 2011
and 2014 at least 5,000 people have been arrested
based on their actual or suspected peaceful opposi-

tion to the government (October 28 2014, Amnesty
International AFR25/006/2014). But the reality is
far beyond that number. It could be more than 30,000
Oromo people imprisoned, with many women, men
and children tortured every day and every minute. In
numerous cases, actual or suspected dissenters have
been detained without charge or trial, killed by security services during protests, arrests and in detention.
For Indigenous people in both countries, there are
similar practices and effects of colonization: the introduction of alcohol, prostitution through sex trafrestriction of education and a restricted quality of
education. The reason for all these tragedies is just
to control the Oromian people, land, resources and
property—nothing else—and it is ongoing. All my life
this is what I’ve seen: my people’s culture, identities,
spirituality and language under siege, all the time; or
buried, like our history, from the eyes of the world.
It is my hope that the Indigenous people in Canada
and in Oromia will get equal treatment and social
justice, relief and release from brutal and unjust colonial systems. Together with people who believe in
social justice, prosperity, freedom and equality, we will
change the world to be a better place for all.
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Hum101
/FREEDOM
I chose the topic of ‘freedom!’ This is the most meanthis life or in the world to me right now. This matters
to me so much, now that I’ve lived much of this life
afraid of strange and unusual punishment which leaves
me so frustrated and fearful of the inevitable conseWhich may very well be the case relatively soon, as
far as I can tell.
Every time I turn around these days I feel like there’s
someone or something very nasty either breathing
wanting me to be breathing down somebody else’s.
Just begging me to either be punished so severely
for something that I’ve never done or wanting me
to punish something else which I have little or no
interest in.
I’d really like to just live this life the best way that
I know how. Which is beautifully and happily and
healthily and so on. I don’t think that I’ve ever warranted this much abuse from anything in this life. But
there it is, almost constantly. This nagging voice or this
constant pain or this horrible feeling of dread and loss
all the time. Like nothing I could ever do will be good
enough. Like whatever is left of this life is just not and
never will be fair. If you know what I mean.

If I have ever done or thought or wanted to do anything
out of the ordinary, for as long as I can remember, in
this life, I have always had a presence be known that
would make me aware and keep everything under
wraps, right? But, for the past few years especially, it
has been like pulling teeth, trying to keep everything
together and feel like I was able to keep everything
under control and remain calm and be able to keep
my ‘peace of mind’; the only thing I believe I have left
in this world, so very unfortunately.
This is so much of the reason why I really, really do
appreciate and respect the word and the meaning
and the actuality of ‘freedom’. There is nothing in the
world right now, if ever, that has meant anything more
to me and then some. I wonder if you can relate? My
most precious sense of being and knowing and coming
together for the betterment of everything. Please
God give me the strength and the knowledge and the
power to keep it all together. To not give into the fear
and the anger and the chaos of this neverending cycle
of being so lost inside myself that these things take
because the powers that be right now want to rule
and hurt and destroy and want me to give into them
and join their destructive tendencies or just kill me off
instead which to them right now would be a drop in
the bucket. Like my life was nothing, because I refuse
to torture and rape and steal and lie and so on. How
could it ever get this wrong?

I’ve always tried so hard, for as long as I can remember,
to try to get along and be good and use my common
sense. To keep my cool and rationalize and try to make
sense of the situation and be on top of my game. Not
uratively or otherwise. Maybe if I had spent more of
my life playing or something or other, I would have a
bit more of an understanding of what the heck keeps
getting me down and making me feel so totally responsible for these terrible things that I myself don’t
even remember thinking about. But I’m getting the
heck choked out of me most of the time these days
and it is so ridiculous and completely unnecessary.
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A.J. Komperdo ‘Low Horn
(SIKSIKA, OJBIWAY, MOHAWK, CREE)

/KAROSHI

-
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/HOW UBC HAS CHANGED ME!
Well, where do I begin? How about at the beginning.
UBC has changed me from being an uneducated person
to an informed individual. The way our professors
have gone about teaching us, in class as well as on
is right up my alley. So it would be sound to say that
I paid attention to every class. The classes were easy
to understand and precise. One of the classes I really
took an interest in was on ‘Knowing your rights when
dealing with the police, and why it may or may not do
you any good.’ There was a time when I was not a nice
person and the police were always harassing me for
one thing or the other. I didn’t know my rights back
then so the police would lock me up every time they
saw me. Now that I know my rights, the police leave
me alone and stay away. I feel like a normal citizen

One of my contributions to the class is not a physical
one, but a mental one. I’m told that others enjoy how I
take time to think before speaking—and out comes a
complex paragraph! This is one of my natural talents;
it’s about reciprocation, this is my gift to them. The
other contribution is humour in writing. We should
all write something funny so that we can laugh at our
own seriousness in our writing style, as it shows the
reader that we have personality and life. Thank you
UBC for putting up with my antics!

I’ve wanted all these years. I’m more productive than
I was a year ago, and I really enjoy participating in
class. The professors make it easy to understand what
they’re teaching and I enjoy listening to the lessons.
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Jason Laxdal
/SEMIOTICS

A Clockwork Orange

The Economist
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The Economist

-

Hum101
/REFLECTION
time in a while, taking in information, and establishing
that I had to rethink what was history, or even noted
events. Right from the beginning, I knew things were

All of this can be like a carrot. I see all these make for
a really new perspective for myself and see them as a
motivator—a carrot at the end of a stick. I am seeing

we are participating in a society that is on unceded
land. Noting that the First Nations are still hard at
work trying to get simple land claims and titles is
disappointing to me to say the least. I am aware of the
First Nations art, pictures, totem poles, carvings and
many other pieces of public art that are on display
to remind us of an Indigenous past. I notice a change
taking place as the structure and planning of schools
often have new ways to involve people in learning
about the country and our past. Like re-writing history,
we bring in other stories and articles from those who
witnessed events hands on. During the lectures and the
tours, I’ve seen a transition from the usual narratives
and now have another perspective on something that
had happened in the past. I would hope that we can
connect and correct the mistakes, own the wrongdoings, and make it right. I feel so troubled to learn that
the history classes I’ve been part of in the past were
so out of touch with what I have been taking in Hum.
I hope that other schools, and other Hum101, 201,
and science classes all re-examine the past, and bring
forward those new stories to open our eyes. They can
bring awareness to those affected by intrusive government or industry, and the obstructions forced on
reserves and government housing projects. Homelessness is a huge problem, and to have any effect on the
number of homeless people would help at all levels
to get that one person inside and supporting them.

the joke. Or to see all those different ideas. As an optimist, I learned that there may not be a carrot, and
there may not be a stick—just your future.
Whatever people have as a heritage, those that recorded our past owe a part of our country’s history
to those that started the stand against indifference
to the past. So I’m looking down, and unfortunately,
I have no stick.
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Hon Ming Poon
/SEMIOTICS
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Hum101
-

/CLIMATE CHANGE
In recent years scientists have been talking about
global warming a lot more often. Global warming
refers to the increase in average temperature of the
earth’s surface, air, and oceans. It has become one of
the worst problems to face human beings.
Climate change is caused by factors such as solar radiation, volcanic eruptions (wikipedia), and certain
human activities. Human activity is causing the earth’s
temperature to become hotter through an increase
in the amount of greenhouse gasses in Earth’s atmosphere. Changing the abundance of atmospheric
properties can lead to a warming or cooling of climate
system. The largest known contributor comes from the
burning of fossil fuels—such as coal or petroleum—
which cause the release of carbon dioxide and other
heat trapping greenhouse gas into the atmosphere.
Since the start of the industrial era, around the year
1750, the overall result of human activities on the
climate has been a warming of the planet. The Industrial Revolution has changed our lives, and it has had
a big impact on our consumption of energy. Most of

the energy has been generated using fossil fuels. Fuels
are burnt for energy, and we use them to power our
cars, trucks, trains, ships and aircrafts. They run our
industries, heat or cool our houses, hospitals, schools
and communities, and generate most of our electricity.
Oil is also transformed into plastic products ranging
from food packaging to computers.
Global warming impacts the planet’s health, food
supply, economic growth, migration, societal change,
and essential public goods, such as drinking water.
The majority of the consequences of climate change
are experienced by poor and low-income communities around the world who have a much higher level
of vulnerability to environmental determinants of
health, wealth and other factors.
I suggest to the government that it is time to implement solutions for climate change and get the world
in better shape.
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Loralee Avé Maria Judge

Hum201

/THE SINS AND
THE DREAMS OF A FATHER
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Denise de Jong
/WHAT DO YOU REALLY KNOW
WHEN YOU LOOK AT THIS PICTURE?
-

Her-

oines

Heroines

Heroines
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Heroines
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Small Acts of Resistance. How courage, Tenacity, and Ingenuity can Change the
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/A PAINFUL ELABORATION

Decolonizing Methodologies
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Assumpta Kwan
/THE WHITENESS OF PORCELAIN
WILL LAST FOR ALL ETERNITY

porcellana
-
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Opium in China - The Downfall of Imperial China -

Hum101
/TWELFTH NIGHT
Twelfth Night at Freddy Wood
Theatre was savoury and wholesome.
As a little one without any material means, it is impossible to get a chance to see a play by Shakespeare.

another trick. Sebastian marries Olivia, Orsino marries
orized the lines of the play so well that no prompter
is present.
Whenever I watched a play by Shakespeare I normally

The play was performed in a theatre in the round
style. The evening shade gradually darkens, and the
lights are spilling in the places where the players are
moving. My senses are all the more alert. Hearing and
assimilating English is fascinating. Even though this
is an adaptation of the original play, the players are
is a handsome youth. Sir Toby is so arrogant that he
arouses laughter from viewers. The mix and match of
young men and women brings complications to their
love. Countess Olivia falls immediately in love with a
messenger, Cesario. She cannot love Duke Orsino. The

were too overwhelming, and so I had not read Twelfth
Night. However, I opened up my ears and caught every
syllable uttered by these players.
In the days back home, I always went to watch Shakespeare’s plays, but seldom did I see a play performed
by English speaking people. Chinese scholars translated Shakespeare into the classical language of the day.
My enjoyment of the play lasted for many days. I
even tasted the savouriness and wholesomeness of
Shakespeare’s words.
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Steve King
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/SALISH FOOTPRINT
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Fred Shantz
/ARMOUR FROM
THE AGE OF THE SAMURAI

Shogun

-
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Hum101
/REFLECTION
Thinking back on the beginning of Hum101, I look
back on my time at Kwantlen College thirty years
ago. The entire atmosphere was totally different. In
class, the instructor would stand and talk for most of
the class. Questions were directed at her or from her
and the interaction between the students practically
did not exist.
In Hum101 all the students are willing to come over
and engage you in small talk, which really builds a
welcoming feeling that makes class and even the bus
ride home enjoyable. Even though I am status Indian,
I grew up in Surrey, my parents having split up when I
Native until I was in grade six, when my mother got
This is why I was disappointed to have missed the
Native Studies part of the course, though the readings
were interesting.
Talking with the architect was something I enjoyed a

lot as well. It is a hobby of mine on nice days to wander
around downtown and take pictures of buildings that
that the white detail work on the Marine Building was
not stone or concrete, but made from pottery that
can be replaced if damaged. I also liked the story of
Anthony Ekundayo Lennon, who—even though he was
from a white Irish family—took the persona of a black
man—just because after being perceived that way for
so long he just went with it rather than bothering to
justify or defend himself to strangers.
Education in my neighbourhood starts at the University of British Columbia Learning Exchange. It is so
close to my front door that standing there I could hit
it with a pebble. Though, from what I can glean from
the posters in the window, it seems to have a focus on
English language training. They seem to have some
introductory computer courses as well. This is really
the only place near home I can think of though I hear
the Carnegie Center has some meetings and seminars.
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Aaron C. Banmen
/WAKIZASHI
-
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Hum101
/REFLECTIVE WRITING
ashes of my past, I enrolled myself into the Salvation Army Harbour Light treatment program. Rehab helped
me to develop some of the tools and resources to pursue activities like the Humanities 101 Programme. I wrote
the following poem for my graduation ceremony at Harbour Light last summer:
A new day dawns, the night fades, eclipsing my soul with renewed hope.
I long to feel again; yearning to see, my sight restored.
God radiating forever and eternity, He will be with me, guiding my sobriety…
Into recovery.
Though I still struggle with various life issues, my time
at UBC, as well as my involvement with the Salvation
Army 614 programs, has given me hope for a future
free of the limitations that I have cast upon myself
throughout the years.

to continue that counts.”
W. Churchill

which in a way goes along with the ‘no carrots, no
sticks’ theme from this year’s Hum class:
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Daniel Wilson
/CANNON
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Hum101/201 Mentor
/CLIMATE CHANGE
deterrent to laziness (stick approach). People have
mentioned to me, “Why did you not go for a degree?
Why spend so much time on non-credit courses?”
lifestyle did not allow me; rather than could have,
would have, should have, I was surviving—trying to
make reason out of an unreasonable situation.
Today my housing and social situation are more secure,
and I have just been hired on a one-year contractual
agreement as a peer research assistant. This was made
possible through attending Hum, and gaining knowledge from classes such as Ethical Research, Cultural

ed in many research projects mainly for the stipend
(carrot). I felt mostly well treated and respected but
there were a couple of times that I felt very used and
somewhat like an outsider examined by martians. I
felt like a deviant from the norm. These experiences
though have taught me compassion and respect while
dealing with others.
I feel the disciplines that were taught this semester
were pertinent to my living and work situation and
were practical as well as academic.

Liberties Association. I was then able to apply and do
well in the job interview.
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Don Clancy aka Thatcher McGee
/AN INTRO TO A VERY OFFBEAT MOA ARTIFACT

-

-

$

What is it used for?
$

Why do I like it?

-

How was it made?
What does it mean?
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Hum201

What is the piece’s value?
$

References
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Ice Cream—tri-carts, Push carts, Ice Cream Bicycles – Pretoria

/MY NEW RELATIONSHIP TO THE MOA
I’ve been through the collections at the MOA several
times. I now suggest it as a destination for out-ofis world renowned. The price in the past has left me
uncomfortable and I’m glad that, for the next four years
anyway, I can get in for free. I’m getting very familiar
with the organization and, after last year’s tour with
a curator, feel very comfortable with the staff as well.
However, what I really revel in at MOA are the displays
of art from less visible sources around the world that
has been created in the last 30 years, which is most
of my adult life. Patterns and styles from around the
world are used to decorate items that we use today,
such as snowboards, mouse pads, or even the gum
boots. The gift shop sells some of these items. The
museum has these artifacts scattered throughout as

well as featuring them in temporary exhibit galleries.
I admire a great many pieces in the museum. The
gum boots and snowboard have west coast native art
designs. They are both unique for the way they stand
out from the patterns normally put on these items. I
also found a tiny delivery bike cart model from South
Africa made from discarded bottle caps and wire with
an original price tag equal to about $7.50 CAD. Related
to this piece was a more conventional African tribal
mask design, but made completely out of scrap metal.
I could see myself as the driver of the cart. I cycle a lot
and actually have used a bike cart a few times. I have
snowboarded in the past and if I had the snowboard
in MOA I’d have the coolest board on the mountain.
I have a nice pair of gum boots, but love the great
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looking boots in the gift shop. Every time I go in MOA
I look inside and think about what it would be like to
wear them.
So, from my perspective, what’s the point of the above
artifacts and many more like them in MOA? It’s been
my conception that anthropology is all about artifacts
from the more distant past. My conception also concluded that anthropology is only about documenting
cultural practices that are no longer common. MOA
has shown to me that both these conceptions are false.
MOA displays artifacts that are both cutting edge and
made by cultures that are happening now. MOA shows
small cultures have not been entirely eradicated by the
great wave of contemporary western culture. These
artifacts are examples of how different cultures are still
creating and adding to their cultures’ identity. They
also contribute to my culture and probably yours as,
diverse creativity.
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Hum201
Project
INTRODUCTION TO THIS
YEAR’S HUM201 PROJECT:

-

-

hundreds of ideas were proposed and ex-
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QUICKIE INSTRUCTIONS
-
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‘NO CARROTS, NO STICKS’ INSTRUCTIONS
Game Basics:

Purpose:

-

-

players draw and answer one

-

for whatever reason, pieces

-

-
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What could ‘no carrots, no sticks’ societies look like?
What kind of tricks do you use to help yourself learn? How do they work for you?
Discuss an item in a museum that really struck you. What drew you to this item? Was your experience positive or negative?
What are your favourite buildings? What elements make you really like them?
What is/are your preferred learning style(s): visual, aural, or kinaesthetic (movement-based)?
What Native languages have you seen written or heard spoken?
What is global culture? Is it a good thing or a bad thing? Please explain.
Try to come up with a limerick, either alone or with others’ help. Start with: “There was a ___________ in Hum.”
What political, religious, and social messages are there in local architecture? What specific elements draw your eye in
architecture?
Have you ever refused to identify your racial, ethnic, or religious heritage, or sexual orientation to someone else when
queried? If so, what were your reasons for doing this? If not, why have you never felt this necessary?
What is art? Does art change the way you think or feel?
What do you think of three-dimensional, often site-specific art works? How do they affect your emotions and senses?
Should First Nations languages be taught in schools? Or, as second languages in ESL classes?
How would you approach a subject or item of interest to you philosophically?
Have you ever tried to write a poem? What was the experience like?
Are there any Canadian writers/artists that would seem like OUR version of Bertolt Brecht? Who would it be? If you can’t think of any, speculate on why not….
How do you define gentrification of a neighbourhood. Is it inevitable?
Are there any pieces of poetry that you really like? What draws you to these pieces? Is it the theme, voice, style, etc.?
Are Bertolt Brecht’s works what you think of when you think of Germany after World War One? What comes to mind with his work?
Discuss a small museum you’ve visited before and discuss your experience. If you’ve never visited a museum, imagine and discuss what your experience might be like.
What types of poetry style were you taught in school? Was knowing them valuable to you?
How do First Nations and non-First Nations communities recover from the inherited violence resulting from colonization, including Indian residential school and
the 1960s and 70s ‘scoop’?
What are similarities and/or differences between Western culture and global culture?
What are your thoughts on Shakespeare even if you don’t like his work?
What does one need to do to ignore someone’s race when dealing with them? How hard is that for you?
What’s the value of poetry over typical writing?
Have you ever tried to ‘pass’ as belonging to a racial group that you thought you didn’t really belong to? Please explain.
What nation(s) benefited from ‘Truth and Reconciliation’ – First Nations or the Canadian government?
What is your favourite resistance organization? Why?
Have you ever done a small action in life just to make a larger political point? What was it?
What new cultural practices have we accepted in the last 20 years? Were they forced upon us or voluntary?
How easy is it to separate what is really happening from our cultural understanding or perceptions of what is happening?
What new words have recently come into use that are widely accepted now? How do you feel about these words?
Do you see globalization as good, or bad, or both? Are there any aspects of it you’d like to discuss?
How would the world be different without artists?
What period of history would you like to go back and live in? Why would you like to be there?
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What Indigenous literature or stories are you familiar with? Are there specific examples (including authors and texts)
that you like most? If not, discuss why that might be?
Do you think history repeats itself? How does that happen?
Is global culture popular because it’s so great, it’s a force of arms, or some other reason?
What’s the difference between knowledge and education?
People say conversation is an art. What do you think?
If you were a fly on a wall, which conversation in history would you like to listen to?
How do you personally manage to talk to people respectfully, even if they bother you?
What basic differences do you see existing between the philosophies of First Nations and Europeans?
What would be a few goals you might look to achieve if you were an Indigenous feminist? Are these goals specific to the place
you’re in? For example, are there specific goals in British Columbia?
What do you think are the positive and negative results of Native activism? Can you give some examples from within Canada?
What does Indigenous feminism mean to you?
What does the word ‘reconciliation’ mean to you? How did the Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada help (or not help) First Nations peoples to recover
from the effects of colonization, specifically the Indian Residential Schools? Part of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission’s mandate was to offer payments to
Indian residential school survivors as a form of reparation. Was this approach the best offer of redress? How do you think payments should have been distributed?
Do you regard Marxism as a good or bad force in the world? Why?
Is there a period in history when you think the majority of people were treated better than now? When was that, and why was that?
What makes Shakespeare’s writing so universal?
What First Nations terms do you know that have been adopted into local cultures?
How would you start a reconciliation process between First Nation and non-First Nation peoples in Canada? Consider any idea you wish, no matter how large or
difficult.
Was anyone held accountable for the offenses committed at Indian residential schools? If there was, how many? And, how many should have been?
Do you think history repeats itself? How does that happen?
If the records are incomplete and children are still missing and unaccounted for from Indian residential schools, what right does the Canadian government have
in claiming reconciliation?
What foods from the Indigenous peoples of the Americas are you fond of?
How can we promote the use of Native languages in your part of Canada?
How many First Nations place names are used that you know of?
What would you have done if you couldn’t speak your native language at school?
How do you think art has changed and how did it change? (i.e, in terms of artists, traditions, materials, themes, technologies, contexts, timeframes, meanings…)
How can regional traits differentiate people? Are these valid to describe people of an entire region? Explain why or why not.
How can racial traits differentiate people? Are these valid in describing an entire race? Why or why not?
How would you stop gentrification in your neighbourhood. Do you want to? Why or why not?
Should First Nations languages be considered as official or national languages? Why do you think these languages are not already considered official languages?
What ideas can you think of to work against the gentrification of Vancouver?
What is a good blog that you know of? Why do you like it?
Has professional journalism failed us? How or how not?
What law would you most like to see either enacted or removed in Canada? Why?
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How would you have responded as a child if you’d been forcibly removed from functional parents?
What tips would you suggest when dealing with police?
If ‘poor-bashing’ is, in general terms, speaking badly of the poor, discuss an incident either where you participated in poor-bashing or where you suffered from it.
What legal rights organizations do you know of? How useful are they?
What are human rights? What are legal rights?
Are blogs journalism? Why or why not is this so?
Do you volunteer with or give money to human rights groups?
Diogenes was asked, “What is the difference between life and death?” “No difference,” he replied. “Well then, why do you remain in
this life?” he was asked. “Because there is no difference.” How do you feel about this quote?
What tips do you think would be valuable for people being arrested?
How much usage is there of First Nations languages on signs? Why do you think this is the case? How would you
create more?
Who is morally responsible in the creation, development, and construction of buildings and institutions: architects,
engineers, developers, government, no one, or some combination? Can humane buildings even be built?
What value is there in curmudgeonly philosophers like Diogenes the Cynic? Is there a place for them today?
Has anyone ever asked you questions about yourself for a research project? Discuss whether you felt safe and
supported or violated afterward.
If you were a researcher, how would you safeguard the rights and privacy of the people you were studying?
Look at something in the room. Discuss that thing in terms stripped of all societal meaning (semiotic denotation).
Then describe it with its layers of societal meaning (semiotic connotation). This is tough. Is someone wearing jeans
or do they have their legs encased in blue cloth?
Are people more equal under socialism? Please explain why this is or is not the case.
How has technology changed society?
If capitalism is so great, why are there many people living below the poverty line in capitalist countries?
How does capitalism make the rich richer and the poor poorer?
The British activist Tony Benn said: “Socialism is the flame of anger against injustice and the flame of hope that you can build a better world.” Why or why not
would this be the case?
What is feminism? What is gender equality?
“He who is not a socialist at 19, has no heart. He who is still a socialist at 30, has no brain.” What do you think of this quote?
What is YOUR opinion of what the following means? (even a guess): If music be the food of love, play on, / Give me excess of it, surfeiting, (to overdo) / The
appetite may sicken, and so die; / That strain (music) again. It had a dying fall (falling cadence); / O, it came o’er my ear like a sweet sound / That breathes upon
a bank of violets. William Shakespeare, Twelfth Night
How does capitalism destroy the environment? How could this be changed?
What are the major values of your own personal philosophy?
What practices would encourage First Nations language revitalization in both Native and non-Native communities?
Do you have a favourite poem or poetic song? What makes it your favourite?
What legal rights do you know of in B.C.? Could we use more? What would they be?
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Writing Course
Outline

COURSE DESCRIPTION

WRITING COORDINATORS
Angela MacDonald, Fall
Maureen Phillips, Spring
MENTORS
S. Steel and Terence Lui
CLASSROOM
Buchanan D, Room 204
Tuesdays 6:30-9:00 p.m.

FEEDBACK ON YOUR WRITING

TERM 1 – 2014
September 16 - December 2
TERM 2 – 2015
January 6 - April 7

REQUIREMENTS

th

Writing Course Outline /
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AUTUMN 2014 & SPRING 2015

CREATIVE NON-FICTION

MEET AND GREET

SONGS AND LYRICS

JOURNALING

-

LIFE WRITING

ARGUMENT ESSAYS
-

-

90

COLLABORATIVE WRITING

an

RHETORIC

-

,

BLOGGING

ACADEMIC WRITING
-

-

POETRY
MEMOIR

Writing Course Outline /
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CREATIVE WRITING

LIBRARY TOUR

SCREENWRITING

-
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Writing Brody Williams / ADDICTED
Compositions ON THE EASTSIDE
East Vancouver has been the place I call home for twenty-three years. I

%

Writing Compositions /
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James Gillis / THE MOON

Robert Young

the pub.

94

Rebecca Wei / CHINESE NEW YEAR

Lucien Nasilowski / THE STORY

Donna Hill / JOURNALING

Writing Compositions /
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S. Merasty / THE RING
-

What Dreams May Come

anyone else.
-

the heart.

96

-

Kahei Wong / CALIFORNIA DREAM
-

-

-

Writing Compositions /
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-

The Tempest

-

98

Tia Maria Perrault / METAPHYSICS OF WORDS

Amanda Rae / HAIRBRUSH
-

Writing Compositions /
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Terence Liu / SENSATION

so that I must play

100

Adeline Martin / GOOD DAY

for me
I wanna be

Writing Compositions /
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Good Day by Daniel Powter

102

LeiChandra Truong
/ ICE CREAM ADVICE

B. Gibeault
/ HE WALKED ON WATER

Leith Harris
/ HAIKU

Stergios Vlioras
/ FLOU

Writing Compositions /
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Veronica Gardiner
/ LOST AND FOUND

104

Rhiannon Reid
/ GRADE NINE

Danny Koch
/ WONDERING

Raul Castillo
/ UNTITLED

Anne Larson
/ MY FIELDS OF GREEN

In my memory
of my success
alone.
are mescla

Writing Compositions /
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Jean-Pierre Loiselle / THE CROW AND THE DOG

Perry Cikaluk / IT’S MY LIFE
Please allow me

106

Sandi Rooke / DON’T STOP

Learn so you can

Writing Compositions /
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Kathleen Gowman
/ MANIFESTA MANIFESTATION

-

$

$

$

-

108

-

-

Writing Compositions /
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Terence Lui
/ MANIFESTO

110

Cindy Ting
123

Choose to see beauty and joy:
Why would we choose to see any part of life as ugly?

P—P
—O
—S
I—I
—T
I—I
V—V
E—E

P
S
I
Lost T
E

O

I

Values.

—
—B
—C
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Adrian Winter / GUY-GUY AND SLEET

Alysen Cameron / ANGEL FISH

-

-

112

-
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Well-Wishes

HUM101/201 PARTICIPANTS

Assumpta Kwan

Loralee Avé Maria Judge

114

Muskawyinakopê escweo

Fred Shantz

The light that was shadowed then
Was seen to be our lives,
Everything about us that love might wish to examine,
The whole is to be reviewed, and we turned
Toward each other, to each other.

Don Clancy

Jay Laxdall

A.J. Komperdo/Low Horn

Well-Wishes /
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Sandra Delorme
Aaron C. Banmen

Denise de Jong

Terry Robin Wagner

Joshua-Kali Garcia

116

Hon Ming Poon
Dan Wilson

WRITING PARTICIPANTS

Hunddee Oddaa
Jean-Pierre

Alysen Cameron

Veronica Gardiner

Rachel Ann Fowler

Chan, Pak Cheung

Well-Wishes /
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Stergios Vlioras

^_^ Cindy QT
Denis A. Tro.

Brody Williams
Leith Harris

Rhiannon Reid

LeiChandra Truong

Rodney T. Whalen

Amanda McRae

Kathleen Gowman

Robert Young
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Angela MacDonald

Heather Blais

Hedda Hakvag

VOLUNTEERS

Maryam Rezaei

Alyssa Stryker

Cynthia Minh,

Well-Wishes /
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Mat Arthur

Stephanie Fong

Agathe de Marcillac

Jen Cheng

120

Rodney

TEACHERS

The Communist Manifesto

Cairnes

Tom Kemple

Beau Dick

Well-Wishes /
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Ryanne James
Pat Shaw

Maria Gesualdi
Gage Averill

Anthony Shelton

Dory Nason

Wil Steele

122

Mary Lynn Young
Ana Harland

Nancy Gallini
Florian Gassner

Arthur Allen

Margot Young

Ayah Ouziel

Sandra McGoldrick

Well-Wishes /
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I enjoy sending updates and Hum photos to Hum’s dear
friend Gerald Ma, who lives very far away. He sent this
note and well-wish for us.

Ted sent Hum the following email the night of his last
session:

When reminded of it, he added

Ted Byrne

Gerald Ma

Margot Leigh Butler

Micheal Vonn
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STAFF

Maureen Phillips

Stephanie Maricevic

Mandy Catron

Carol Sawyer

Alison Rajah

aul Woodhouse

Well-Wishes /
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Maureen Phillips

Angela Macdonald

Doreen Ong

Wil Steele
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Public
Programmes

A TASTE OF THE MIDDLE EAST
Facilitated by alumna Shahla Masoumnejad
Middle Eastern countries have a rich culture, and although they are fre-

VERY CLOSE READING, ALOUD!

tragedy The Odyssey originates in the 8th

The Golden Mean by Annabel Lyon
-

have fun, remain involved
and connected, and learn

DOCUMENTRIES FOR THINKERS

MONTHLY SPEAKER SERIES,
IN COLLABORATION WITH CARNEGIE COMMUNITY CENTRE

Public Programmes /
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